WATER IS OUR ELEMENT

Häny AG • pumps, turbines and systems
Buechstrasse 20 • CH-8645 Jona • Phone +41 44 925 41 11 • Fax +41 44 923 38 44 • www.haeny.com

Our aim is not to meet your expectations,
but to surpass them – and to enthuse you.
Innovative and safe pump solutions, turbine and injection systems
For decades, Häny AG has been a household name for pump and system technology for water supply
and sanitation in the municipal and industrial segments. Our know-how also leads to convincing and
clear results in building services engineering as well as swimming pool technology. Offering innovative
turbine solutions, Häny AG enables more efficient use of renewable water power in times of energy
shortages. Last but not least, we are among the leading manufacturers of injection systems.
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Top quality over 6 generations
Ever since its foundation by Eduard Häny-Pfister in 1875, Häny AG has been a family business. Today
the company is managed by the sixth generation of the family and employs roughly 190 staff. Over time,
the company has transformed itself from a pump manufacturer into a systems provider. For the most part
procuring our pumps from the global market, we are now capable of suggesting to our customers the
best possible solution in specific situations. Where unusually sophisticated pumps or special solutions
are called for, we continue to manufacture these in Jona.
Your competent services and solution
By thinking and acting outside the box and thanks to our unique consultancy, manufacturing and servicing competence, we are able to offer the optimal solution for any product range. All from one source
– reliable, custom-tailored, and safe.
Our own products
• pressure dewatering pumps
• paper process pumps

Fritz Jäckli
Chairman, Board of Directors

• mixing and injection plants
• pelton and counter pressure pelton turbines

Mark Nägeli
CEO

Innovative building

Individuality, cost-effectiveness, functionality and
user comfort is the essence of our solutions.
Consulting, analysis, planning and installation
Wherever water is transported, controlled and regulated in building services engineering Häny
is the right partner, be it in an advisory function or as direct contractor.
Planners, builders, and installers use our core competence for selecting the right system or
product. Our specialists work with state-of-the-art calculation programmes and are sure to find
the best solution for your request too.
Häny’s building services engineering offers:
• analysis, planning and installation in all areas of building services engineering
• water systems and components for transporting drinking, heating, cooling,
industrial and rain water
• waste water systems and components for drainage and transportation of sewage
and waste water
Häny customers secure advantages through:
• a cost-efficient and optimally working system
• minimal operating costs and safe plants
• high availability thanks to short delivery times
• high competence of the system provider

BUILDING

SERVICES

services engineering
keeps everything
flowing

Engineering is our source for optimal water circulation
systems within municipalities and companies.
Optimal concepts for custom-tailored systems
Due to their complexity, municipality and industrial projects are always a challenge for our system engineers. The decisive factor is optimal system configuration, be it in the area of drinking water supply
and wastewater technology. Custom-tailored systems are developed and optimised in cooperation
with you.

Water is the
lifeline of every
community

M U N I C I P A L /
I N D U S T R I A L

Häny’s municipal and industrial services offer:
• comprehensive advice and services
• customised solutions
• delivery, installation and start-up
• sprinkler systems and pressure damping systems
• pumping stations for drinking, sewage or waste water or for water treatment
Häny customers secure advantages through:
• great work efficiency and workmanship quality thanks to extensive experience
• competent advice and clear responsibilities
• safety through sound water hammer calculations
• cost-effective solutions thanks to specially adjusted systems
• low expense for coordination and administration

Renewable

With energy production from drinking and waste water,
we contribute to finding environmentally friendly power sources.
Making use of potential with the Häny power line
Drinking water and waste water contain large yet still hardly used energy potential. With innovative
technologies, it is possible and makes sense both ecologically and economically to tap into this
potential. Our goal is to develop the best possible overall solution for optimal power production,
always taking into account quick refinancing and correspondingly high added value.
Häny’s turbine technology offers:
• customised solutions
• delivery installation and start-up
• counter pressure Pelton turbines
• pelton turbines
• backward running pump turbines
Häny customers secure advantages through:
• power generation from drinking and waste water
• power generation products for small hydroelectric power plants
• top-quality products
• innovative and durable systems
• very high degree of efficiency

T U R B I N E S

energies are a
sign of the times

Our well-thought-out planning guarantees perfect
swimming pools with optimal water quality.
Clean water for great splashing fun
When planning, we take into account the latest insights from construction physics as well as state-ofthe-art energy-saving technologies and water treatment methods. Naturally, individual requirements
and standards differ to a great extent. This means that in reaching the final goal, close cooperation, accommodating the particularities of the object and taking into account the budget are all indispensable.

Marvellous
water worlds
promise a high
quality of life

S W I M M I N G

P O O L

T E C H N O L O G Y

Häny’s swimming pool technology offers:
• exclusive private swimming pools
• fountains, water displays
• counter current systems, massage jets
• maintenance service
Häny customers secure advantages through:
• advice, planning and implementation from a single source
• maintenance and repair contracts
• on-call and fault clearing service
• short access routes thanks to a tight network of service organisations
• online shop for water care products

When it comes to reinforcing, sealing
and anchoring we do not compromise.
Convincing systems and devices
We are your global partner for state-of-the-art mixing and injection technology. Wherever building sites, rock, anchorages or tunnel constructions need to be reinforced or sealed we are at
work.
Häny mixing and injection technology offer solutions for:
• ground improvement: tube injections, soil-mix procedures, injection screens
• tunnel construction: injections for reinforcing and sealing the ground,
pipe screen injections, mortar back-filling injections, contact injections
• anchorages: earth and rock anchors, floor nailing, boring anchors
• ditch-free building: pipe jacking, micro-tunnelling, directional drilling
• special civil engineering: slotted and narrow wall construction, pile foundations
• pre-stressed concrete: injection of the cable channels
Häny customers secure advantages through:
• individual and cost-effective system configurations
• competent advice and high flexibility
• little wear and tear and low maintenance costs
• high-quality and user-friendly products

M I X I N G - /
I N J E C T I O N T E C H N O L O G Y

State-of-the
art procedures
guarantee maxim
safety

If the service is right from advice to maintenance
this means you are working with Häny.
Permanent service availability
We do our utmost to ensure that your system, from large plants down to the smallest component, work
perfectly. We conduct new value revisions at our plant and partial revisions on site. Using the latest
measuring and analysis technology, we assess the condition of your plant on site, thereby ensuring
that any damage is detected in good time. Thanks to our closely-knit service point network in Switzerland, we can guarantee fast reaction times and short access routes.

Various segments,
one philosophy –
customer satisfaction through professional competence and a strong
customer focus

C U S T O M E R S E R V I C E

Häny customers secure advantages through:
• advice on all maintenance and repair offers
• possibility of having remote diagnostics conducted by the internal customer service
• maintenance and repair contracts
• close-knit network for repair and revision services
• spare parts and installation service
• optimised operating costs through proactive maintenance
• on-call and fault clearing service 365 days a year

